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Yoga JENGA
Keeping fit JENGA style!

You will need

Wooden Jenga set1.
Pencil/Pen2.
A digital / printed copy of the yoga positions3.

Safety

Exercise can cause dehydration, make sure you drink plenty of water

Always remain aware of your surroundings and follow local COVID-19 advice, including the
Hands / Face / Space / Ventilation guidance.

If you’re meeting online, check out the advice on using Zoom and other popular digital
platforms and the guidance on being safe online.

To help others do activities safely over Zoom, check out the example risk assessments and
remember to make sure those taking part understand any care that needs to be applied.

Instructions

Start by writing in pencil/pen on each Jenga brick a yoga position that is listed on our1.
sheet
You can add different ones if you would prefer2.

https://www.scouts.org.uk/volunteers/scouts-at-home/taking-scouts-online/digital-platforms-for-scouts/
https://www.scouts.org.uk/volunteers/scouts-at-home/taking-scouts-online/staying-safe-online/
https://www.scouts.org.uk/volunteers/staying-safe-and-safeguarding/risk-assessments/example-risk-assessments/
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Stack the Jenga bricks as you normally would to play Jenga3.
Play Jenga as you normally would, removing one brick at a time4.
Each time you remove a brick you must perform the yoga position that is on the brick5.
The aim of the game is to complete the most yoga moves without knocking the tower6.
over!



Yoga JENGA
The next page(s) contains an example risk assessment for this activity that was carried out by
the Wintercamp team.

To produce your risk assessment, you can review this example here and think about your own
environment and abilities. Add any other hazards you have identified and the control measures
you feel are needed to reduce that risk.

For extra help, check out the example risk assessments here and remember to make sure those
taking part understand any care that needs to be applied.

For example, a Beaver Scout using a hot glue gun could be more at risk of a burn than an
Explorer Scout, so you may do more to reduce that risk.

https://www.scouts.org.uk/volunteers/staying-safe-and-safeguarding/risk-assessments/example-risk-assessments/
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Name of
Activity Yoga JENGA Date of Risk

Assessment 16/12/2020 Name of who undertook this
risk assessment

Wintercamp
Programme
Team

Hazard Identified/ Risks
from it?

Who is at
risk?

How are risks already controlled?
What extra controls are needed?

Exhaustion All Make sure you are taking appropriate breaks throughout the day to rest, eat and drink

Light-headedness/Dizziness All
Take a break and sit down as soon as symptoms appear.

Avoid long periods of exhaustion or exercise


